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A theory of certain types of translations for generalised nets is developed, and 
the structure of nets constructed by a special method is analysed, especially with 
regard to subsets and extensions. This enables nonisomorphism results to be 
established, along with theorems that the number of nonisomorphic solutions of a 
certain type (for example, complete or maximal) tends to infinity with k. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The theory of net completions and extensions goes back to Bruck 161, and 
also to Shrikhande [26]. Bruck proved that if the line size k of a net large 
enough compared with a polynomial function of its deficiency, then it can be 
completed to an afftne plane (see Theorem 2.4). A related problem is 
deciding whether or not a net is maximal; that is, can be extended further. 
Recently, the work of Shrikhande and Singhi has turned attention to the 
analogous problem for afftne l-designs. These designs contain nets (in 
Bruck’s sense) as a proper subclass; they are the affme l-designs with u = k2. 
There are many similarities between the theories of nets and afftne I-designs. 
We shall extend the definition of net to apply to any atTine l-design; not just 
those with u = k2. Broadly, this will follow the approach of Jungnickel and 
Sane [18]. 
Shrikhande and Singhi [29,30] have shown that if v # 4k, a net (in the 
general sense described above) can always be completed to a 2-design if it is 
deficient by only two parallel classes of blocks. They also proved that the 
same holds for deficiency three, if u > 104k. 
We shall make use of the remarkable properties of the Bruen nets (see 
(7,8]) with regard to maximality and the existence of nonisomorphic 
extensions of certain of their subnets. 
In this paper, we investigate a construction method for nets, showing how 
it may be used to generate complete and maximal nets. Further, we tackle 
the difficult problem of determining whether or not two nets so constructed 
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with the same parameters are isomorphic. This is done by looking at their 
translations and subnets. For this purpose, we develop some theory of trans- 
lations for nets in general; in particular, we look at nets with translations 
whose fixed blocks form a subnet. 
Finally, we obtain some asymptotic results, showing that, under certain 
conditions, the number of nonisomorphic maximal or complete nets with, for 
example, u an odd prime power, tends to infinity with the block size k, with 
v/k constant. 
It is worth noting here some other terminologies for affine l-designs which 
we shall refer to as nets in this paper. They are also known in the form of 
duals of transversal designs (see [ 161, for example) and are equivalent to 
orthogonal arrays. A good account of orthogonal arrays is given in 
Raghavarao [26]. See also Jungnickel and Sane [ 181. 
2. NOTATION AND TERMINOLOGY 
The basic terminology and notation we shall use for designs is broadly 
consistent with that of Hughes [ 171. We do not rule out the possibility of 
repeated blocks, however no more than we rule out repeated points. 
Where convenient, we shall regard a block as a subset of points. It will be 
clear when we do this. 
Resolvable and affine designs ar discussed in detail in Dembowski [9], 
Mavron [ 19,221, Raghavarao (261, and Shrikhande (281. We shall give an 
outline, however. 
A design D is a t - (u, k, 1) design if it has u points with k on each block, 
and any t distinct points are contained in exactly A blocks. We assume u > k 
and t, Iz > 0. 
D is resolvable if it has a partition of its blocks, called a resolution, into 
subsets, known as block classes, such that each block class partitions the 
points of D. Blocks are said to be parallel, under the resolution, if they are in 
the same block class, and nonparallel, otherwise. 
If D is resolvable, it is easy to see that each block class consists of 
m = v/k = b/r blocks, and there are exactly r block classes. Here, as is usual, 
b is the total number of blocks, and r the number on any point in D. 
D is said to be afine if it admits a resolution under which any two 
nonparallel blocks meet in N points, where ,u is a positive constant. Again, it 
is easy to see that if r > 2 (so that nonparallel blocks exist), then 
,u= k2/v = k/m. I n ac , f t in this case D cannot have any other resolutions, as 
is easily proved. 
A design is symmetric if b = v, or, equivalently, r = k. 
Affine l-designs have been studied in different but equivalent forms: 
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transversal designs, orthogonal arrays, and nets. For a discussion of this and 
for references, see Mavron [22]. The nets of Bruck [6] are the affine l- 
designs with u = k’. We shall employ the term net, however, in the more 
general sense of Jungnickel and Sane [ 18 1, who use the term (s, r, ,u)-net. 
DEFINITION. A net D of degree Y and class m is any affine I-(v, k, r) 
design, where v = km. If r = 0, D is said to be trivial. If r > 2, the integer 
,u = k/m is called the index of D. The trivial net is denoted by 4. 
The significance of m and ,D has already been discussed. The definition of 
index is consistent with its use in the theory of orthogonal arrays; see, for 
example, Rahavarao [26]. Note that m > 2 since u > k in a design. 
It is important to observe that a net by Bruck’s definition [6] is equivalent 
to a net of index one as defined here. 
The following two results are fundamental to the theory of affine designs 
and nets: 
THEOREM 2.1 (Bose 141). If D is a resolvable 2-(v, k, A) design, then 
A> (k - l)/(m - l), where m = v/k, with equality if and only if D is affine. 
THEOREM 2.2 (Bose and Bush [5]). Let D be a net of class m, degree r, 
and index p. Then r < (urn2 - l)/(m - l), with equality if and only if D is a 
2-design. 
It follows from Bose’s Theorem 2.1 and elementary design theory 
equations that, in an affine 2-design, L = (k - l)/(m - l), v = km, b = rm, 
and, if r > 2, p = km. From this or from Theorem 2.2, it follows that 
r=(v-l)/(m-I). 
The result of Theorem 2.2 motivates the following definition: 
DEFINITION. A net of class m, index ,u, and degree r is said to have 
deficiency (urn2 - 1 )/(m - 1) - r. A net is said to be complete if it has 
deficiency zero. 
Thus, complete nets are precisely the affine 2-designs. Finite affine planes 
are the complete nets of index one. 
If we delete from a net D of degree r all the blocks of s block classes, we 
are still left with a net with the same class and index as D, but now with 
degree r - s. 
DEFINITION. Two designs D and E are isomorphic if they have the same 
parameters, and there is a bijection a from the points of D onto those of E 
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which maps blocks onto blocks. We call a an isomorphism. If D = E, we 
normally call a an automorphism. 
It is easy to see that the automorphisms of a design D form a group in an 
obvious way, called the automorphism group of D, denoted Aut D. 
DEFINITION. A net D is a subnet of a net E if D is isomorphic to a net 
obtained by deleting s block classes from E, where 0 < s < Y, and r is the 
degree of E. If s # 0 or r, then D is a proper subnet; that is D is not E or the 
trivial net. 
Evidently, constructing subnets of a given net is easy, but determining 
whether a net is a proper subnet of another net is not so easy. This motivates 
the ensuing definitions. (See also [ 181.) 
DEFINITIONS. (i) A net E is an extension of a net D if D is a subnet of 
E. Then we say D can be extended to E. 
(ii) A net is maximal if it has no extension other than itself. 
(iii) A net is completable if it can be extended to a complete net. 
(iv) A net is extendible if it has extensions other than itself. 
These definitions are, in the main, consistent with the established one for 
(Bruck) nets of index one. Note, however, that in the latter, the class number 
is the order of the net. 
Simple parametric considerations show that a complete net of degree at 
least two cannot be symmetric. Symmetric nets, however, are easy to 
construct: delete enough block classes from a net of sufficiently large degree 
to get a symmetric subnet. We shall be particularly interested in symmetric 
nets whose duals are also nets. 
DEFINITION. A net D is a hypernet if its dual D* is also a net and has 
degree at least two. (This is called a symmetric net in [ 181.) 
The definition of the dual of a design can be found in 191. The connection 
between hypernets and symmetric nets is given by the next result, where r 
and k have their usual meanings for designs. 
THEOREM 2.3 (Mavron [21]). Let D be a net whose dual is resolvable. 
Then r < k, with equality if and only if D is a hypernet. 
A more general results is proved in Hine and Mavron [ 161, where only the 
existence of parallel points (that is, on no block together) is assumed. 
The following are the main results on completing nets: 
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THEOREM 2. (Bruck [6]). Let D be a net of degree r, class m, and index 
one.Zfm>f(d-l)[(d-1)3+2(d-1)2+2d+1],whered=m+1-ris 
the deficiency of D, then D is completable. 
From the results of Bhagwandas and Shrikhande [2] and Shrikhande and 
Singhi 1291, we have the next theorem. 
THEOREM 2.5. Any net of deficiency one can be extended uniquely to a 
complete net. The same is true if the deficiency of the net is 2 and its class is 
not 4. 
More recently, the following theorem has been proved: 
THEOREM 2.6 (Shrikhande and Singhi [29]). Any net of deficiency 3 
and class at least 104 is completable. 
Shrikhande and Singhi also obtain partial results for the case of deficiency 
at least four. In connection with this, we note the following special case for 
class two. It was proved by Hall [14] and Vijayam [32], and extended to 
higher deficiencies by Verheiden [3 I]. A geometric proof is given by Mavron 
]25 I. 
THEOREM (Hall and Vijayam). Any net of class 2 and deficiency 4 is 
completable. 
Many more examples are given by Jungnickel and Sane [ 181. 
3. EXAMPLES AND CONSTRUCTIONS 
Let q be any prime power and AG(n, q) the affine space of dimension n 
over GF(q), where n > 2. The points and hyperplanes of AG(n, q) form a 
complete net of class q and index q”-*. Its degree is, by Theorem 2.2, 
(4” - l)/(q - 1). This is called a classical complete net, and its subnets are 
classical nets. See, for example, Dembowski [9]. 
Of special interest is the case of the subnets obtained by deleting all the 
(q”-’ - l)/(q - 1) bl oc k 1 c asses parallel to a given parallel class of lines in 
AG(n, q). This corresponds to deleting all hyperplanes on some point “at 
infinity.” These subnets are hypernets of class q and index q”-*. The 
verification of this is straightforward. We call these classical hypernets. 
Now we describe an extension method which has important applications. 
The method is in Mavron [23], but we shall present it here without proofs. 
See also Mavron [22]. 
Let D be any 1 -(urn*, pm, r) design whose dual D* is resolvable. Note that 
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D* is a l-(rm, r,pm) design and so D* has pm block classes, which we shall 
refer to as point classes of D. 
Suppose there exists a l-(,um,p, s) design E for some s. Identify the pm 
points of E with the point classes of D in one-to-one fashion. Extend D by 
adjoining new blocks in the following way: given any block of E, the union 
of the ,u point classes of D corresponding to the points of that block gives pm 
points of D which we take as a new block. 
We denote the new structure so obtained by D: E. The following result is 
from Mavron [23, (4.8)); the proof is straightforward: 
THEOREM 3.1. D: E is a 1-(um’,prn, r + s) design. If D and E are both 
affine, then so is D: E. 
The case of interest in this paper is in the following immediate corollary 
for nets: 
COROLLARY 3.2. Let D be a net of class m, index ,a, whose dual is 
resolvable. If there exists a net E of class m and index p/m, then D: E is an 
extension of D whose degree is the sum of those of D and E. 
The following important corollary will be needed later. It illustrates the 
usefulness of hypernets in the problem of extensions. 
COROLLARY 3.3. Suppose D and E are both nets; so D: E is an 
extension of D. 
(i) If D and E have deficiencies d and e, respectively, then D: E has 
deficiency d + e - (am - l)/(m - 1). 
(ii) D: E and E have the same deficiency if and only if r =pm, or, 
equivalently, D is a hypernet. 
(iii) D: E is complete if and only if0 is a hypernet and E is complete. 
Proof. The proof of (i) is elementary. The deficiency of D: E is e if and 
only if d= (am - l)/(m - 1); in which case the degree r of D is 
(urn’ - l)/(m - 1) - d = pm. Now apply Theorem 2.3 to complete the proof 
of (ii). The proof of (iii) follows easily from (ii), noting that a net is 
complete if and only if its deficiency is zero. 
Note that Corollary 3.3(iii) tells us that a hypernet can always be 
completed if a complete net with the right parameters exists. 
Remark 3.4. The notation D: E for the design constructed earlier is 
unsatisfactory because the construction depends on the particular resolution 
of D* chosen: there may be many. For simplicity of notation, we shall 
assume that a resolution of D is given and fixed for the purposes of this 
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construction. Even then, there is the choice of bijection between the points of 
E and the point classes of D. Again we assume that this is given and fixed. 
Next, we introduce some notation and a convention which, it is hoped. 
will simplify the presentation of the theory that follows. 
Given a net D, a subnet C of D is completely determined by its block 
classes once we have identified the point sets of C and D. 
CONVENTION. The set of block classes of a subnet C of a net D is also 
denoted by C. In particular, D denotes both the net D and its set of block 
classes. 
With this convention, we have easily the following lemma: 
LEMMA 3.5. If D and E are subnets of a net F, then so are D V E and 
Dc-IE. 
Given a net D: E, where D and E are nets, obviously D is a subnet of 
D: E but not, in general, E. We may, however, regard E as a subnet in a 
sense which we shall describe. 
DEFINITION. Given any design F and a positive integer n, the design 
obtained by repeating each block n times in F is denoted by nF. Dually, the 
design obtained by repeating each point n times in F is denoted by Fn. 
Now consider a net D: E, where D and E are nets of class m. From the 
construction of D: E, it is clear that it contains Em as a subnet. There is an 
obvious one-to-one correspondence between the block classes of Em and E. 
Moreover, it is evident that Em = D: E\D. 
For the next theorem, recall Remark 3.4. 
THEOREM 3.6. Let F = D: E, where D and E are nets. Then the subnets 
of F are precisely the nets of the form A: B, where A and B are subnets, 
respectively, of D and E. 
Proof: Let C be a subnet of F, and let A = C n D, B’ = C n (Em) (recall 
the convention established earlier). Clearly, A is a subnet of D with a 
resolution of its dual induced from that of D. Clearly also, B’ is a subnet of 
C, and from the construction of F and A: B, it is easy to see that C = A: B, 
where B’ = Bm. 
The next theorem characterises the extensions of hypernets and of the nets 
D: E when D is a hypernet. The theorem and its corollaries (3.8), (3.9), and 
(3.11) are due to Jungnickel and Sane [ 181, and a proof is included here for 
completeness. It is worth noting, however, that (3.7) follows from the dual of 
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a more general (equally easily proved) result that any sub l-design (with 
same point set) of a net is itself a net. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let F = D: E, where D is a hypernet and E a net. A net 
F’ is an extension of F if and only if F’ = D: E’ for some extension E’ of E. 
ProojI Let if part is obvious; so we prove the converse. Assume F’ is an 
extension of F. We show F’ = D: E’ for some extension E’ of E. Suppose D 
has class m and index ~1. 
If F = F’ we can take E = E’; so suppose not, and let x be a block of F’ 
not in F and therefore not in D or in Em. Choose any point X on x, and let n 
be the number of points in the point class of X in D on x. Each of the 
remaining ,am - n points on x is on ,u blocks of D with X and each block of 
D meets x in fl points. Since x is on exactly ,um blocks of D, it follows that 
from which we get n = m. Hence, each block of F’ not in F is a union of 
point classes of D. We deduce easily from this that the subset F’\D of F’ is 
of the form E’m, where E’ is an extension of E; whence F’ = D: E’ follows 
readily. 
COROLLARY 3.8. A net F is an extension of a hypernet D if and only if 
F = D: E for some net E. 
ProoJ This follows from Corollary 3.2 and from Theorem 3.7 noting 
that we can write D = D: E, where E is the trivial net. 
Notice that Corollary 3.8 says that the construction D: E gives essentially 
the only way of extending hypernets. 
The next corollary follows immediately from Theorem 3.7. 
COROLLARY 3.9. If F = D: E, where D is a hypernet, then F is maximal 
if and only if E is maximal. 
APPLICATIONS. The Bruen nets (see [7, 81) have class p* and index one, 
where p is any odd prime. They are maximal and have deficiency 3 if p = 3, 
deficiency 4 if p = 5, and deficiency either p or p - 1 if p > 7. A remarkable 
property of these nets is that by removing two block classes, the remaining 
subnet has two maximal extensions: one is the original net, and the other is a 
nonclassical complete net (a nonDesarguesian affine plane). 
THEOREM 3.10. Let p be an odd prime and t a positive integer. Then 
there exists a net E of class p2, index pzl, and deficiency p + j, where j is 1 or 
2, having two maximal extensions: one is a complete nonclassical net, and 
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the other has deficiency p + j - 2. Moreover, ifp is equal to 3 or 5, then j is 
2 or 1, respectively. 
Proof By induction on t. The case t = 0 is established by our previous 
discussion on the Bruen nets. Assume t is positive integer, and E is a net 
with the asserted properties. 
Let D be any hypernet of classp’ and index P~“~; for example, a classical 
hypernet. Then, by Corollary 3.3, E’ = D: E is a net with same deficiency as 
E. Now apply Theorem 3.7 and Corollary 3.3 to complete the proof. 
COROLLARY 3.11. For any positive integer n, there exist maximal nets of 
class 9, index 9”, and de$ciency 3. 
The last corollary is interesting in the light of the Shrikhande-Singhi 
Theorem 2.6. This corollary gives an infinite class of affrne designs of 
deficiency 3 which are maximal and therefore cannot be completed. This and 
further examples are in [ 181. 
Finally, we note that recursive constructions for hypernets are given in 
Mavron [20-221. Three of the most important of these we give here. 
THEOREM 3.12. (i) If there exists a complete net of class m and index ,a, 
where m is a prime power, then there exists a hypernet of class m and index 
w. 
(ii) A hypernet of class 2 and index 2,~ exists if and only if there is a 
complete net of class 2 and index ,u. 
(iii) If there exist hypernets of class m and indices p and v, then there 
exists a hypernet of class m with index pvm. 
4. AUTOMORPHISMS 
First, we shall prove some results for hypernets, and then examine special 
types of automorphisms for nets in general, particular1 translations, The next 
theorem, proved in Hine [ 151, is generalized in Beker (Ph.D. thesis 
University of London, 1976). We shall give a simple counting proof for the 
case of hypernets. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let a be an automorphism of a hypernet D, and let J;: for 
i = 1, 2, 3,4 be, respectively, the number of points, blocks, point classes, and 
block classes fixed by a. Then f, - fi = f, - f4. 
Proof. Count the number of incident point block pairs (X,x) of D 
satisfying the condition that x is on both X and its image Xa. Let N be the 
number of such pairs. 
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Each fixed point contributes pm to this number, where m and fi are the 
class and index of D. If X and Xa are parallel and distinct, then X 
contributes nothing to the number. Therefore, the only other contributions 
are from the pm2 - mfx points not in a fixed point class of D; each such 
point contributes ,u. Hence, 
N = ,wf, + w  Olm -f,>. 
Since X and Xa are on x if and only if x and xa -’ are on X and, 
moreover, a and a -’ fix the same number of elements of each type, it 
follows, by a dual argument, that also 
N = rumf2 + mOlm -.f,), 
from which the result follows. 
COROLLARY 4.2. If G is any automorphism group of a hypernet and gi 
for i = 1,2,3,4 are, respectively, the number of point, block, point class, and 
block class orbits. then 
Proof This follows easily from Theorem 4.1 and the well-known theorem 
that the number of orbits is the sum of the number of elements fixed by each 
permutation in the permutation group divided by the group’s order. 
Now we consider more general nets. The permutation group terminology 
we shall use is that in Wielandt and Bercov [33]. 
DEFINITION. An automorphism of a resolvable design D is a dilatation if 
it fixes every block class. If further the automorphism is fixed-point-free or is 
the identity, it is called a translation. 
The above definition is not strong enough for nets in general. We shall 
need to make further assumptions on the fixed block structure of translations 
to make their geometry interesting and as close as possible to that of trans- 
lations in classical nets. 
DEFINITION. Let K be a subnet of a net D. A translation a of D is a K- 
translation if either a is the identity or else the blocks fixed by a are 
precisely those in K. A K-translation group is any group consisting of K- 
translations of D. Note that the identity is also the only D-translation. 
Before proceeding further, some comments are necessary on the above 
definition. First, it is conceivable that there are net translations which are not 
K-translations for any K. Such a translation would then fix some blocks in a 
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block class but not all. Second, it is possible that the product of two K- 
translations is not a K-translation; so for given K, the K-translations need 
not form a subgroup of a net’s automorphism group. 
In the case of complete nets of hypernets, however, we can be more 
specific, as is indicated by the next two results. The first is well known, and 
a proof is in Griffiths and Mavron [ 121. 
THEOREM 4.3. Any nonidentity translation of a complete net D is a K- 
translation for some subnet K of degree L, where II is the number of blocks 
containing two distinct points of D. (Note: 2 = r-k for a complete net). 
THEOREM 4.4 (Hine [ 151). Any nonidentity translation of a hypernet D 
is a K-translation, where either K is the trivial subnet 4 of degree zero, or is 
a subnet of degree the index of D. 
Notice that a #-translation is, by definition, any translation which is either 
fixed-block-free or the identity. 
In what follows, unless stated to the contrary, D denotes a net of class m, 
index ,u, and degree r. Also, K denotes any subnet of D. 
LEMMA 4.5. If G is any K-translation group of D, then its order divides 
m. Moreover, G has order m I$ and only tf G is regular on the blocks of any 
block class not in K. 
Proof. By definition, G fixes every block class and is semi-regular on any 
block class C not in K. Therefore, 1 G ] divides 1 Cl = m, and further, ] G ( = m 
if and only if G is regular on the block of C. 
DEFINITION. A K-translation group of D is full if it has order m. If D has 
a full K-translation group, then K is called a direction of the net D. 
It would be nice to be able to say that a full K-translation group contains 
all K-translations. The problem is illustrated by the following lemma. 
LEMMA 4.6. If there exists a nonidentity automorphism a of D which is 
not a K-translation but fixes K blockwise, and tf G is a full K-translation 
group, then a-‘Ga is also a full K-translation group. 
Proof: Elementary permutation group theory. 
There is no problem, though, for complete nets or hypernets. In these 
cases, a full K-translation group is easily shown to contain all K-translations, 
and is therefore unique; see [ 12 or IS] and also Lemma 4.8. 
An interesting connection between directions and the construction of 
Section 3 is given by the next theorem. 
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THEOREM 4.7. Let F be a net of class m, index p, and degree r. Let 
k = pm be the block size of F. Then a subnet K of F is a direction if and only 
tfF= D: E, where 
(i) K=Em; 
(ii) D = F\K is a net with direction o; 
(iii) the resolution of D* used in constructing D: E to get F has as 
block classes the point orbits of a full #-translation group of D. 
Moreover, in this case, the degree of E (which is that of K) is at least 
r - k, with equality tf and only tf D is a hypernet. 
Proof Suppose F has direction K, and G is a full K-translation group. 
Since G consists of translations, it is semi-regular on points, and so each 
point orbit has length 1 G I= m. 
If a block x of F contains a G-orbit of points, then, clearly, G fixes x, 
since each element of G maps x onto a block parallel to x. Conversely, any 
block fixed by G must be a union of point orbits. Hence, it follows by 
definition of K-translation that the blocks containing point orbits are 
precisely those in K. 
Any block in K must contain, therefore, exactly pm/m =p point orbits, 
where ,u is the index of F, and any two nonparallel blocks in K contain p/m 
common point orbits. Hence, the structure E whose points are the 
,um’/m =,um point orbits of G, and whose blocks are the blocks in K 
(considered as unions of point orbits) is a net of class m, and degree the 
same as that of K, namely, t. Furthermore, it is evident that K = Em. 
Let D be the subnet F\K which had degree r - t. We show D* is 
resolvable so that the point classes of D are the point orbits. Clearly, the 
latter partition the points of F, and therefore those of D. Next, we show each 
block x of D contains at most one point of any point orbit. 
Suppose x contains points P and Pa, where P # Pa, a E G. Then x and xa 
both contain Pa and are parallel; so x = xa, and hence, x is in K since x is 
fixed, contradicting the definition of D. Thus x contains at most one point 
from each point orbit. Since x has ,um = k points, and there are k points 
orbits, then x meets each point orbit in exactly one point. Hence, D* is 
resolvable as asserted. 
It is easy to see that G induces a group of #-translations of D of order m 
and is therefore full. Thus, D has direction 4. It is clear from the above 
description of D and E that F = D: E is asserted. 
Since D* is resolvable, then by Theorem 2.3 we have that r - t < k, with 
equality if and only if D is a hypernet. 
The converse is straightforward. 




In connection with hypernets, we can say more about #-translations. 
LEMMA 4.8. Let D be a hypernet with direction 4. Then D* has 
direction 4 also. Moreover, D has a unique full #-translation group which 
induces that of D”. 
Proof: Apply Theorem 4.1 to show that any &translation of D is also 
one of D”. From Theorem 4.7, putting F = D and E = $, we have that the 
point orbits of a full #-translation group G of D are necessarily the point 
classes of D, noting that the resolutions of a hypernet and its dual are 
unique, being at-line. (This is obvious too from other considerations.) It 
follows easily now that G is unique. 
Remark. Hine [ 151 proves a stronger result which implies that the #- 
translations of a hypernet form a group (not necessarily full). This implies 
Lemma 4.8. 
Directly from Theorem 4.7 and Lemma 4.8 we have the next result. 
COROLLARY 4.9. Let F be a net of class m, degree r, index p, and block 
size k = pm. Then a subnet K of F is a direction if and only if D = F\K is a 
hypernet with direction 4, and F = D: E, where K = Em. 
We can apply Theorem 4.7 to the case when F is a hypernet and K = 4, 
but the theorem gives no new information in this case. Thus Theorem 4.7 
tells us nothing of the structure of hypernets with direction 4; more about 
this later. 
DEFINITION. Let F be a net of class m having a direction K. Then by 
Theorem 4.7, we have that F = D: E, where D = F\K and Em = K. 
We call E the quotient of the direction K and D the co-quotient of K in F. 
The concepts of quotient and coquotient will prove very useful in the 
investigation of isomorphism problems between nets with the same 
parameters. 
Note that by Theorem 4.7, it is plausible that a net F can have more than 
one representation of the form D: E. See also the next theorem and its 
corollary which generalises Theorem 4.7. 
THEOREM 4.10. Let F = S: T, where S and T are nets, and suppose F 
has a direction K with a full K-translation group G. Then: 
(i) F = D: E, where E is the quotient and D the coquotient of K. 
(ii) S = D,: E,, where D, = D n S and E, = E n S. Moreover, 
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K, = E,m is a direction of D with quotient E, and coquotient D,, having G 
as a full K,-translation group. 
(iii) T= D,: E,, where D, = D n T and E, = E n T. 
ProoJ Assertion (i) follows from Theorem 4.7 and the definitions which 
follow it. By Theorem 3.6, we have D = D,: E, and E = D,: E, for subnets 
D, , D, of S and E, , E, of, T. Here the resolutions of the duals of D, and D, 
are inherited from the resolution of S. It now follows easily from the proof of 
Theorem 4.7 that the assertions of (ii) and (iii) are true, noting that the point 
classes of D are the point orbits of G. 
COROLLARY 4.11. Let F be a net with directions K, and K,. Then 
F = D,: E, = D,: E,, where Di is the coquotient and Ei the quotient of Ki, 
for i = 1, 2. Furthermore, D, C7 K, is a direction of D, with quotient D, n E, 
and coquotient D I n D, . 
ProoJ Immediate from Theorems 4.10 and 4.7. 
An interesting problem stemming from Theorem 4.7 is this: consider two 
nets D, E such that we can construct D: E. If D* has two orthogonal 
resolutions (meaning two distinct points are not parallel under both 
resolutions), then we can construct D: E in two ways, and a problem is to 
determine conditions under which the resulting two nets are or are not 
isomorphic. For example in Theorem 4.10, if T # E, then S* will have two 
orthogonal resolutions: the first is that which gives F = S: T and the other is 
induced by the point orbits of G (see proof of Theorem 4.7. This also 
illustrates the inherent weakness of the notation D: E. 
5. MORE CONSTRUCTIONS 
In this section, we shall introduce some constructions for hypernets which 
will be needed later. The parameters of the nets we construct will, in general, 
be the same as for the classical nets. We shall analyse their geometric 
structure sufficiently, however, to enable us to say when two nets so 
constructed are not isomorphic. In particular, we shall be concerned with 
their quotients. 
A characterisation of the classical nets in terms of their lines and planes is 
given in Mavron [24]. The following construction, due to Hine [ 151, gives 
class of nets of which the classical one form a subclass. The terminology and 
results concerning ternary rings, Cartesian groups, and nearfields, for 
example, is in Hall [ 131 or Dembowski [9]. 
CONSTRUCTION 5.1. Let (Ri, +, - ) be n + 1 Cartesian groups of order m 
for i = 0, l,..., n. 
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For each i # 0, let fi: Ri -P R, be any bijection which maps zero onto zero, 
and let f0 be the identity map. For the sake of simplicity, we shall use the 
same notation for addition and multiplication in each Cartesian group. 
Now define a design D as follows: A general point is any (n + 2).tuple 
( x0, x, ,..*, x,,y), with xi E Ri and y E R, for all i. A general block is given 
by the subset of points satisfying an equation of the form CIZo&(xi . ai) = 
-yfc, where aiERi for all i, and cER,. 
One can verify that D is a hypernet of class m and index m”. The points 
parallel to a given point are obtained by varying y over R,, and dually for 
blocks by varying c over R,. The proofs are in Hine [ 15 1 and are 
straightforward. The dual hypernet of D can be constructed from the dual 
Cartesian groups and the obvious maps fi. 
THEOREM 5.2. Let D be a hypernet from Construction 5.1. Then D is 
completable. 
ProoJ: Define a net E’ on the points of D with the following blocks: 
GivenaiERi,O,<i~n,andcERo,where,forsomet,wehavea,=land 
aj = 0 if j < t, define a block to consist of those points satisfying 
Cy=o A(Xi ’ Ui) = C* It is easy to check that E’ is a net whose blocks are 
unions of point classes of D, and that E’ = Em, where E is a complete net of 
class m and index m”-’ (if n > 1). H ence it follows that D: E is an extension 
of D which is, by Corollary 3.3(iii), complete. (This is also easily verified 
directly). 
Notation. The extension F of D constructed in Theorem 5.2 is called the 
natural completion of D and denoted by 0. (There may be other 
completions; see Corollary 3.3(iii), where the conditions for completability 
and essentially parametric.) 
Note that if we put n = 0 in Theorem 5.2, then F = D is just the affine 
plane coordinatised by R,. 
Notation. Suppose all the Cartesian groups of Construction 5.1 are the 
same one, (R, f, a), and the & are identity maps. Then we denote D by R(t) 
and its natural completion by I?(t), where t = n + 2. 
We shall be mainly concerned with the special nets R(t) of 
Construction 5.1. Therefore, it is worth recalling their definition in summary. 
A point of R(t) is any ordered t-tuple (x1, x2,..., XJ of elements of R, and 
blocks are the subsets satisfying equations X:=1 xi . Qi = c, where Ui, c E R 
for all i, and a, = 1. 
The natural completion R(t) of R(t) has the same points, and its blocks 
are the subsets of points satisfying equations xi= 1 xi . ai = c, where ai, 
c E R; for some j, uj = 1; and a, = 0 if i c j. From Theorem 5.2 and its proof 
we have easily the next result. 
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THEOREM 5.3. F(n + 1) = R(n + 1): R(n) for any positiue integer n and 
Cartesian group R. 
THEOREM 5.4. A hypernet has direction 4 if it is constructed as in 
Construction 5.1. 
Hine [ 151 characterises the nets of Construction 5.1 and thereby obtains 
partial converses for Theorem 5.4. 
COROLLARY 5.5. i?(n + 1) has quotient E(n) with coquotient R(n + 1) 
for any Cartesian group R and integer n > 0. 
Proof, From Theorems 5.4 and 5.3, and Corollary 4.9. 
Remark. (1) It is easy to see that if R is a finite field GF(q), then R(n) 
is just the classical hypernet obtained from AG(n, q) as described in 
Section 3. 
(2) The important part of the proof of Corollary 5.5 is contained in 
Mavron [ 191, but the proofs there are concerned mainly with complete nets. 
Now we turn our attention to the case where R is a left or right nearfield, 
though most results will be stated for the former (geometrically, left and 
right nearfields are dual concepts). A field is both a left and right nearfield. 
We say a nearfield is proper if it is not a field. 
The automorphism group of i(2) was determined by Andre [ 1 ] for any 
nearfield R, and that of E(n), n > 3, is determined in Mavron 1201. From the 
latter paper and [ 191, one can extract the following information: 
(i) All quotients of R(n) are isomorphic to E(n - l), n > 2, and all 
coquotients to R(n). 
(ii) If 1 < t < n, the blocks with equation type ,YJy= i xi . Ui = C, where 
a, = 0, are those of a direction of R(n). If R is proper, all directions of R(n) 
are obtained this way. 
(iii) All directions of E(n) are equivalent under its automorphism 
group. 
(iv) Any automorphism of R(n), if R is proper, must permute the 
block classes of the blocks with equation type xi = c. 
The proofs of these facts carry over easily to give (though to not imply 
directly) the following theorem for hypernets. Recall the description of R(n) 
which precedes Theorem 5.3. 
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THEOREM 5.6. Let R be a finite right nearfield, and let n > 2. Then: 
(i) Any quotient of R(n) is either equal to $, or is isomorphic to 
R(n - 1). 
(ii) If 2 < t < n, the blocks with equation type x1=, ai . ai = c, where 
a, = 0, are those of a direction X, of R(n). If R is proper, any direction other 
than 4 is equal to some X,. 
(iii) All directions not equal to 4 of R(n) are equivalent under the 
automorphism group of R(n). 
(iv) Any automorphism of R(n), where R is proper, permutes the block 
classes of the blocks with equation type xi = c. 
Remarks. (1) From the symmetry of the definition of R(n) with respect 
to coordinates, it follows that if the coordinates of each point are permuted 
by the same permutation, this is an automorphism of R(n). This fact and (ii) 
together easily imply (iii). 
(2) Aut R(n) is determined in Mavron [20], and hence Aut R(n) can 
be determined. From the knowledge of Aut R(n) one can prove Theorem 5.6 
directly. 
(3) Recall that a, = 1 for the equation of any block of R(n). The case 
t = 1 in Theorem 5.6(ii) has therefore to be excluded; it corresponds to the 
direction 0, in a sense (cf. part (iii) of the result quoted for R(n)). 
Notation. In R(n), for 1 < t < n, let B, be the block class of blocks with 
equations of the form X, = c, c E R. 
For the remainder of this-section, we aim to prove that two hypernets R(n) 
and S(n), where R and S are nonisomorphic right neartields, cannot have 
isomorphic quotients or coquotients. First we shall state the following 
theorem which we need: 
THEOREM 5.1 (Mavron [20]). If n > 2, and R, S are right near-elds, 
then R(n) and S(n) are isomorphic if and only if R and S are isomorphic. 
We shall extend this theorem eventually to the case of hypernets R(n). 
LEMMA 5.8. Let D be a net with direction K. Suppose x is a block of D 
not in K, and that x n c = x 17 d for two blocks c, d of K. Then c = d. 
Proof: Assume c # d. It follows from the proof of Theorem 4.7 that 
c fY d is a union of point orbits under a full K-translation group. Then, since 
x contains c n d, and therefore contains such point orbits, from the proof of 
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Theorem 4.7 it also follows that x is fixed by the group. This implies, by 
definition of K-translation, that x is in K, which is a contradiction. 
DEFINITION. Let c be a block of a design D, and S a set of blocks of D, 
c 4 S. The design induced on the points of c by S has the point subsets 
x n c, x E S as its blocks. (This stretches our definition of design as block 
size may not be constant; but this is not important.) 
The proof of the next lemma is straightforward and is omitted. 
LEMMA 5.9. Let R be a right nearfield of order tn. If R is proper, let d 
be any block of any B,, for some t, 1 < t < n (so d has equation of the form 
x, = c); and tf R is a field, let d be any block of R(n). Then, tf n > 2, the 
design induced on d by the blocks of R(n) which are not parallel to d is 
isomorphic to mR(n - 1); that is, the complete net R(n - 1) with each block 
repeated m times. 
LEMMA 5.10. Let 1 < t, u < n. Any automorphism of R(n), where R is a 
proper nearfield, which maps the direction X, onto X, must map B, onto B,. 
Proof: For general t, B, is the only Bi which is not in X,. The result now 
follows easily from Theorem 5.6(iv). 
LEMMA 5.11. Let R be a right nearfield of order m, and let n > 2. Let Y 
be a direction of R(n), and y a block not in Y, where, if R is proper (so that 
Y = X, for some t), then we stipulate that y E B,. Then the design induced by 
the blocks of R(n) not in Y or B, on y is the complete net R(n - 1) with each 
block repeated either m or m - 1 times. 
Proof Apply Lemmas 5.8 and 5.9. 
Now we can prove the following useful result: 
THEOREM 5.12. Let R, S be right nearfields of order m. Then each of 
the following statements implies R and S are isomorphic: 
(1) R(n) and S(n) are isomorphic; n > 2; 
(2) R(n) and S(n) h ave isomorphic quotients other than 4 or have 
isomorphic coquotients, n > 3. 
Proof (1) Net R(2) has a unique completion, namely, E(2), the affme 
plane coordinatised by the nearfield R, obtained by adjoining one line class 
to R(n); similarly for S. Then, from Andre [ 11, the assertion of (1) for n = 2 
follows immediately (see also Theorem 5.7). For n > 3, apply Theorem 5.7 
and Lemma 5.9. 
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(3) In the case of quotients, apply Theorems 5.6 and 5.7. Next, 
consider the case when R(n), S(n) have isomorphic coquotients Y = R(n)\K, 
2 = S(n)\L, where K, L are directions of R(n), S(n), respectively. 
If K = L = 4, the result follows from (1) since then Y = R(n), Z = S(a). 
So suppose K # 4, L # #. If R, S are not both the unique field GF(m), we 
can suppose R is proper. 
Then K =X, for some t (see notation of Theorem 5.6). Let y E B,. Then 
from Lemmas 5.10 and 5.11, it follows that R(n - 1) and S(n - 1) are 
isomorphic. Now apply Theorem 5.7 to complete the proof. (Note that 
Lemma 5.10 was needed only in case R, S were both proper so that 
Lemma 5.11 could then be applied.) 
We are able now to prove some very useful results concerning extensions 
of hypernets or, equivalently, concerning the subnets of D: E where D is a 
hypernet. The hypernets we shall be concerned with are all of the form R(n), 
where R is a right nearfield. 
Unless otherwise stated, R and S denote right nearlields of order m, and 
n > 3 is an integer. 
LEMMA 5.13. If F is an extension of R(n), and R and S are not 
isomorphic, then F is not an extension of S(n). 
Proof By Corollary 3.8, if F is an extension of R(n) and S(n), then 
F = R(n): E = S(n): E’ for some nets E, E’. By Theorem 4.10, R(n) n S(n) 
is a coquotient of both R(n) and S(n), and so by Theorem 5.12, R and S are 
isomorphic. 
LEMMA 5.14. Suppose F is an extension of a hypernet D isomorphic to 
R(n). Then F = D: E for some net E. If E is not an extension of R(n - l), 
then any subnet of F isomorphic to S(n) for some right nearfield S is 
necessarily equal (not just isomorphic) to D. 
Proof By Corollary 3.8, F = D: E for some net E. If D’ is a subnet of F 
isomorphic to S(n), then by Lemma 5.13 we have that D’ is isomorphic to 
R(n). By Theorem 4.10, D’ n E is a quotient of D’ and a subnet of E, and 
so, by Theorem 5.6, D’ n E is either 4 or isomorphic to R(n - 1). The latter 
is impossible by hypothesis, and so D’ n E = 4, which implies D = D’ as 
required. 
COROLLARY 5.15. Let F = D: E and F’ = D’: E’, where D is isomorphic 
to R(n) and D’ to S(n). Assume F and F’ are isomorphic. Then: 
(i) R and S, and h ence D and D’ are isomorphic; 
(ii) if either E is not an extension of R(n - 1) or E’ is not an 
extension of S(n - I), then E and E’ are isomorphic. 
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Proof: Suppose a: F + F’ is an isomorphism. Then F’ is an extension of 
a(D), and so a(D) is isomorphic to D’ by Lemma 5.13, and R and S are 
isomorphic. This proves (i). If the hypothesis of (ii) holds, then, from 
Lemma 5.14, it follows that a(D) = D’ and hence a(E) = E’, which proves 
(ii). 
COROLLARY 5.16. Under the hypothesis of Lemma 5.14, if F = F’, then 
D=D’andE=E’. 
Proof This follows from the proof of Corollary 5.15, taking a as the 
identity map in this case. 
Finally, out of interest, we note the following result which follows easily 
from Corollary 5.15 and its proof: 
COROLLARY 5.17. Let F = D: E, where D is isomorphic to R(n) and E is 
not an extension of R(n - 1). Then Aut F is isomorphic to a subgroup of 
(Aut D) x (Aut E). 
In connection with the condition that a net is not an extension of 
R(n - I), where R is a nearfield of order m, any net of index one and 
deficiency at least two will satisfy this condition for n > 3. 
6. ASYMPTOTIC THEOREMS 
Th purpose of this section is to show to generate nonisomorphic nets 
having the same parameters and some property such as maximality or 
completeness. Further, we shall show that the number of nonisomorphic nets 
with the same parameters m and ,u will, in certain circumstances, tend to 
infinity with ,u, where m is kept constant. 
Notation. Let S be a finite set of designs. Then v(S) denotes the 
maximum number of mutually nonisomorphic designs in S; that is, the 
number of isomorphism classes of designs in S. 
For details on the order spectrum for finite nearfields, see Hall [ 131, for 
example. We shall need the result that if p is an odd prime, there exists a 
proper (regular) nearfield of order p*. 
THEOREM 6.1. Let q be a prime power for which there exists a proper 
right nearfield R of order q. Let S be any right nearj?eld of order q not 
isomorphic to R; for example, theJield of order q. 
Suppose there exists a net E, of class q and index q”. Construct recur- 
sively a collection Ui of nets of index qn’i and class q as follows: 
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Ui+,={N(n+i+3):E(EEUiandN=RorS}. 
Then v(U,J > 2m, for all m > 1, and v(U,,) > 1. 
Proof: The result is obviously true for m = 0, so suppose m > 1. From 
Lemma 5.13, it follows that each Vi, i > 1, may be partitioned into two 
disjoint subsets Xi, Yi consisting, respectively, of the nets Vi which are 
extensions of R(n + i + 2) or of S(n + i + 2). Let xi = v(Xi), yi = v(Y,), and 
.Zi = v(Ui), for i > 1. Then Zi = xi + yi, by Lemma 5.13. 
We prove Zi > 2i, for i > 1, by induction on i. This follows from 
Lemma 5.13 for the case i = 1. Assume Z, 2 2m for some m > 1. 
Let Vbethesubset {R(n+m+3):EIEEY,}ofX,+,,and Wthesubset 
{S(n+m+3):EJEEX,} of Y,,,. By definition of X,,, and Lemma 5.13, 
any E E X,,, is not an extension of S(n + m + 2), and so, by 
Corollary 5.15(ii), we have easily that V( I’) = v(Y,,,) = y,. Since V is a 
subset of X, + i, it follows that x,+ , 2 y,,,. Similarly, y,,,+, > x,. 
Choose any net E in X,,,, and let E; = R(n + m + 3): E. Now E is not 
isomorphic to any net in Y,, since E E X,,, and no net in Y,,, is an extension 
of R(n + m + 2), as stated earlier. Therefore, by Corollary 5.15(ii), F is not 
isomorphic to any net in V. Hence y,, i > x, + 1, and similarly, we 
get x,+,>y,t 1. Hence Z,,, =~,+,ty~+~ 2x,,, +y,t2 =Z,t 
2 2 2m + 2. This completes the inductive proof. 
For the following corollaries, q is a prime power satisfying the hypothesis 
of Theorem 6.1. 
COROLLARY 6.2. If there exists a maximal net of class q, index q”, and 
deficiency d, the number of nonisomorphic maximal nets of deficiency d, class 
q, and index q”+’ is at least 2t, for all t > 1, and so tends to irzfinity with t. 
ProoJ: If E, is maximal in Theorem 6.1, then by Corollary 3.9, so are all 
the nets in Ui, for i > 1, and by Corollary 3.3, they all have the same 
deficiency as E,. 
COROLLARY 6.3. Let p be an odd prime. The number of nonisomorphic 
maximal nets of class p2, index p2”, and deficiency p - i, where i is 0 or 1, is 
at least 2n for n > 1, and at least 1 for n = 0. If p = 3 or 5, then i can be 
taken as 0 or 1, respectively. 
Proof: Since p is odd, there is a proper right nearfield of order p2. By 
Theorem 3.10, there exists a net E, of class p2 and index 1 which has 
deficiency p - i satisfying the given properties. Now apply Corollaries 3.9 
and 3.3 to complete the proof. 
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COROLLARY 6.4. The number of nonisomorphic complete nets of class q 
and index q” is at least 2n tf n ) 1, and at least 1 tf n = 0. 
Proof In Theorem 6.1, take E, to be any complete net of class q and 
index 1; for example, the affine plane over GP(q). Now apply 
Corollary 3.3(iii) to complete the proof. 
It follows from the last corollary that the number of nonisomorphic affine 
2-(q”, q”-I, (q”-’ - l)/(q - 1)) designs, that is, complete nets of class q and 
index qn-‘, n > 2, tends to infinity with n, as long as q is the order of a 
proper nearfield, for example, if q is any odd prime power. 
Other results in this direction are the following: 
THEOREM (Bhat and Shrikhande [3]). If there is a complete net of class 
2 and index ,u, the number of nonisomorphic complete nets of class 2 and 
index ,u2” tends to infinity with n. 
THEOREM (Griffiths and Mavron [ 111). If there exists a complete net of 
class 3 and index p, the number of nonisomorphic complete nets of class 3 
and index ,u3” tends to injkity with n. 
Finally, for hypernets we have the following: 
THEOREM (Din [lo]). Zf there exists a hypernet of class m and index ,u, 
where m is 2 or 3, then the number of nonisomorphic hypernets of class m 
and index pm” tends to infinity with n. 
In the smallest case of Corollary 6.3, namely, p = 3, we have that there are 
at least two nonisomorphic maximal nets of class 9 and index 9 with 
deficiency 3. This is of interest in view of Theorem 2.6 of Shrikhande and 
Singhi. See also Jungnickel and Sane [ 181. 
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